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Greetings! It’s that time when the
“new guy” needs to send out a newsletter address. Well, here it is:
We are definitely in some exciting,
interesting and challenging times,
what with the Ebola case here in the
U.S., U.S. citizens leaving the country
to join terrorist groups, that time of
year when “mud slinging” is the thing
to do (who can you believe?), and having to do more with less. The “having
to do more with less” is the part I
think we all can relate to. We have
seen the downsizing of state government (and within private business),
not only here but across the country,
particularly within the natural resource and environmental protection
departments and agencies. I may have
to be corrected, but I believe at one
time one of our former governors once
called the Department of Natural Resources a “luxury agency”. Unfortunately, it seems a lot of other states
share the same opinion of their fish
and wildlife departments as budgets
are disproportionately cut in comparison to other departments and agencies. However, not all is doom and
gloom.

that have been added in the IL Division of
Fisheries to monitor and work with adjacent and sister state agencies in an effort
to control these fish and restrict their expansion. Their existence has resulted in
work for companies and private business,
as well as creates all sorts of opportunity
for university research. So, on one hand
invasive carp are “bad”, and on the other
they “aren’t so bad”, although I would
venture to say we would rather not have
them around at all! This will be a challenge for everyone who is involved and
interested in this issue.

It is kind of strange to say, but the invasive carp (silver, bighead, black and
grass) have been good for the economy and jobs. Think of the positions

(continues
on page 3)

Our business (consulting and engineering) has seen a down turn in state agency
activity. When I came to work for the
company, we had four hatcheries “on the
drawing board” or under construction. It
has been two
years since
we designed
a new fish
hatchery, but
things are
looking up.

Chapter Objectives:
● Promotes training of fisheries professionals.
● Fosters research in fisheries and aquatic sciences.

● Provides education outreach to the citizens of Illinois.
● Provides sound fisheries policy information.

● Enhances communication and synergistic relationships amongst fisheries professionals.
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Thanks to Our 2014 Corporate Members

President: Scott Stuewe
President-Elect: Brian Metzke
Secretary: Steve Pescitelli
Treasurer: Rich Lewis
Past President: Cory Suski
Excom Members at Large: Karen Rivera/Kevin Irons
Committee Chairpersons:
Archival: Rich Lewis
Arrangements: Cory Suski
Awards: Steve Pescitelli
Continuing Education: Ben Lubinski
Environmental Concerns: Rob Colombo/
Randy Sauer

The Chapter would like to thank the Professional Association of Conservation Resource Managers (PACRM) for
their continued support of our annual conference.

IL Environmental Council: Vic Santucci
IL Wildlife Action Team: Trent Thomas
Membership: Matt Diana
Newsletter: Brian Metzke
Raffle: Jim Lamer
Resolutions: Rob Hilsabeck
Student Concerns: Nerissa McClelland
Student Subunits:
Eastern Illinois:
Southern Illinois: Anthony Porreca
University of Illinois: James Garavagila
Western Illinois: Rebekah Haun
Website: Toby Holda/Ann Holtrop
NCD Committee Reports Representatives:
Centrarchid: Josh Sherwood
Esocid: Rob Colombo
Ictalurid: Jeremy Tiemann
Rivers and Streams: Trent Thomas/
Steve Pescitelli
Walleye: Ken Clodfelter

The Chapter is currently soliciting 2015 corporate members. If you or someone you know is interested in supporting our organization, please contact the membership committee chairman, Matt Diana (mattd@illinois.edu), for
more information.
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President’s Message
(continued from page 1)
Canada has become a new source for hatchery work, particularly within the hydropower companies. There is work
overseas as we are getting ready to embark upon a project in Dubai which could lead to further work within the region.
This is truly exciting!
I think you should have all seen the resolution that was sent around for your review and comment in regard to the Emiquon project that The Nature Conservancy (TNC) would like to see go forward. This is a truly interesting and complicated issue. There are multiple interests involved with this project including TNC, Army Corps of Engineers, Natural
Resources Conservation Service, US Fish and Wildlife Service and others. The project has become controversial and
our IL Chapter was asked to “weigh in” and to take a stance. The resolution was an attempt to state our cause, however,
at the September EXCOM meeting it was decided to table the resolution, for now, until further information could be
obtained from TNC explaining how they intend to operate the connecting structure and what they intend to do in regard to monitoring and research. A letter is to be drafted requesting this information. Once that is received your EXCOM will determine how to proceed.
And with that, I’ve come to the end of my ramblings. I look forward to serving as your Chapter President for the next
year and invite your comments and concerns any time.

Looking for a way to get involved?
The newsletter committee is looking for a new coeditor to aid in production of our triannual publication. Coeditors can
be professionals or students, but we are looking for at least a one-year commitment. Access to Microsoft Publisher is
required.
If you have questions, or are interested in helping, please contact Brian Metzke, newsletter editor
(brian,metzke@illinois.gov).
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2014 Conference Recap, Brian Metzke
Our Chapter put another successful Annual Conference in the books this past spring. More than 140 people attend the
conference in Bloomington, with approximately 120 of those staying for the entire meeting. Thirty-four of the attendees
were students, and our Chapter formally recognized the new Western Illinois University student subunit during the conference. Student attendance continues to add vibrancy to our Annual Conferences.
There were 39 oral presentations given at the Conference, with topics including Asian Carp, sport fish and angling, fisheries social media and economics, and stream restoration. This year we may have set a record for poster presentations
with 25 encircling the social hall. Thanks to all presenters for your efforts.
Thanks to Jim Lamer and the student subunits (and many others), we had another exciting raffle event. The two bigticket items, a bow and a kayak, went to the same individual— a student from Western Illinois. Congratulations to all
the winners and we look forward to seeing what items will crowd the tables and next year’s event.
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Spotlight on Graduate Student Research, Cory Anderson, WIU Student Subunit
I am currently attending Western Illinois University where I am pursuing a master’s degree in biology under my
advisor Jim Lamer. The title of my thesis project is, “Diet analysis of native piscivorous fish in the Upper Mississippi and
Illinois rivers to investigate predation on juvenile and larval Asian carp.” This project was started in July 2013 alongside
an electrofishing project determining fish community structure on pool 19 and pool 20 of the Mississippi river being
conducted by Rebekah Haun. The goals of this project are multi-faceted and include: conducting a diet study of native
predatory fish to determine levels of predation on juvenile and larval Asian carp, determining the size at which juvenile
Asian carp are recruiting out of being eaten by many predators, and finally comparing diets of some predators between
different habitat types.
Silver carp (Hypophthalmichthys molotrix) and bighead carp (Hypophthalmichthys nobilis) have been becoming more prevalent in our Midwestern rivers since their introduction. They have extremely high fecundity, grow fast, and
are efficient filter feeders. Invasive Asian carp are a major problem in our rivers due to their ability to out compete native
planktivorous fish, the massive amount of bycatch they cause commercial fisherman, and the ability of silver carp to
jump from the water. Much research has already been done on the life history, fecundity, and population levels of these
invasive fish, but there has been no research on their juvenile mortality due to predation by native fish. In summer of
2014, a large Asian carp spawning event was observed on the Illinois River and many juveniles were captured near Havana by our field crews. This will provide a great opportunity for looking for them in the diets of predators. My research
will attempt to provide more understanding for how the native food web is responding to this increase in abundance of
juvenile Asian carp.
The predators for diet analysis are being captured using pulse-DC electrofishing in accordance with LTRMP protocols. Immediately after being captured, fish are anesthetized and frozen. Diet analysis takes place in the laboratory at
Kibbe Field Station, where the stomachs are removed and their contents identified using a dissecting scope. A total of
1593 fish representing 21 different species were captured and analyzed from pools 19 and 20 on the Mississippi in 2013.
No juvenile silver or bighead carp were visually identified in the diets from those fish, however there are 556 tissue samples of fish found in the diets awaiting DNA analysis to determine presence of absence of Asian carp genetic markers.
About half of these samples were unidentifiable, so the genetic marker tests may still yield positive results.
So far in 2014, more effort has been put into collecting from the Illinois River due to the presence of high densities of young of the year silver carp. Roughly 400 fish have been captured so far, representing 9 different species. These
samples are already being worked through in the laboratory and many diets have already been seen to contain juvenile
silver carp. The data from this study will be vital in determining which of our native predators are taking advantage of
such a large forage supply. Sampling on the Illinois River will continue in the month of October 2014 to get a better idea
of how young silver carp are being eaten as they are growing. Total lengths of silver carp which are captured and those
found in diets will be recorded in an effort to determine the size at which they are too big to be eaten. Gape limitation by
predators will likely be a large factor in this.
This project has been very exciting and I’m
very happy to be a part of it. My advisor and research teammates have been very helpful in making
a project of this magnitude possible. I am excited to
see the diets from 2014 and get a closer look at how
our native river systems are responding to such a
large scale invader.
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Be A Hero, Transport Zero Campaign, Kevin Irons and Pat Charlebois
The “Be A Hero-Transport Zero” Campaign was constructed and initiated with Illinois-Indiana Seagrant and contracted
market specialists to promote awareness and action in Illinois that may have not been there. This effort was guided by
IDNR and supported by the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative funding through USEPA/USFWS. Although similar to
campaigns such as “Stop Aquatic Hitchikers”, the campaign tries to partner with citizens in a positive way (HERO) as
well as clearly state objectives that can benefit Illinois natural resources.
Illinois DNR is asking for assistance to stop the movement of all aquatic nuisance species. Sportsmen and women are
reminded to ‘Stop Aquatic Hitchhikers’ and ‘Be a Hero – Transport Zero’ by following three simple steps: 1) Remove
plants animals and mud from equipment; 2) Drain all water from your boat and gear; and 3) Dry everything thoroughly
with a towel.
Several species such as Asian carp, Eurasian ruffe, Hydrilla, and New Zealand mudsnails threaten Illinois’ and surrounding states natural resources. Taking these 3 steps to ‘Be A Hero’ goes a long way to prevent the movement of invasive
species. The following links can be helpful to understand the risks, and be able to identify the most likely invaders. For
assistance in identifying a suspicious invader, or
report these invaders when found in new locations
in Illinois to the Illinois ANS Program office at 217785-8772.
Be A Hero – Transport Zero campaign video can be
found at http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=z83g72eZ1RM.
To find out more about the Eurasian ruffe, check
the USGS Non-indigenous Aquatic Species website
at http://nas.er.usgs.gov/queries/FactSheet.aspx?
speciesID=7 .
To find out more about Hydrilla, check the NIIPP
website at http://www.niipp.net/hydrilla
To find out more about the New Zealand mud
snail, check the USGS Nonindigenous Aquatic Species website at http://nas.er.usgs.gov/queries/
FactSheet.aspx?SpeciesID=1008
To find out more about the Snakehead http://
dnr.wi.gov/topic/fishing/documents/species/
catchsnakehead.pdf
To find out more about Asian carp check
www.asiancarp.us
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Spotted Gar Collected in Chicago Waterway, Chicago Sun-Times
Tilapia, guppies, walleye, sauger and big beautiful crappie have all come from the North Shore Channel in recent decades. Now add the first known modern report of a spotted gar in Chicago. Illinois Department of Natural resources staff
captured the 31-inch gar last week during electrofishing near Pratt Avenue in a regular survey for Asian carp.
“We would expect a longnose gar,’’ said fisheries biologist Frank Jakubicek, famously shown holding the fish.
Solomon David and Phil Willink at the Shedd Aquarium agreed it was a spotted gar.
“It kind of shows you fish move,’’ Jakubicek said. “It was a lucky catch and we were able to get it in the boat.’’
Fellow biologist Andy Plauck netted it. Technician Scott -Bartell was on the crew.
The North Shore Channel comes in from Lake Michigan at Wilmette, then joins the North Branch of the Chicago River
just south of Foster Avenue. The question is whether the spotted gar is an oddity (guppies, tilapia) or a sign of -changing
water quality and conditions (crappie, walleye, sauger) in the Chicago Area Waterway System.
“That is a key question, and unfortunately with just one fish it is hard to say, so we can make some educated guesses,’’
said Solomon David, postdoctoral -research associate with the Shedd, whose graduate work was on spotted gar.
If the one spotted gar is indicative of more in the waterway, David said “we could guess that the habitat there [Chicago
location, North Shore Channel] or somewhere close by is of decently high quality.’’
Spotted gar, more than the shortnose and longnose gar more common in the area, require clear water and large amounts
of submerged aquatic vegetation, David said. The nearest known place with spotted gar is Mazonia Fish and Wildlife
Area near Braidwood. David, who has been studying their distribution for years, said this was also the western most
sighting of a spotted gar in -proximity to Lake Michigan. Fish, like other creatures, have homebodies and explorers. Another question is whether this spotted gar was a -homebody indicative of more or one rambling through the CAWS on a
swim-about.
“I would love to get out there and sample some of the potential habitat,’’ David said. “In our work in Michigan, once we
nailed down the specific habitat [quiet, clear, vegetated waters], we were most effectively able to find the spotted gars.’’
I would love to see spotted gar added to the fish species which have become more common in CAWS, such as walleye
(see Fish of the Week), flatheads and largemouth bass, indicative of the improving water and habitat quality.
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In Regards to the Proposed Reconnection of the Emiquon Preserve to the Illinois
River, Scott Stuewe and Brian Metzke
The Nature Conservancy and US Army Corps of Engineers have put forth a proposal to reconnect the Emiquon Preserve
to the Illinois River. Currently, a levee separates the two, but under the proposed plan a water control gate would be
placed into the levee, and that structure along with a pump system would allow movement of water into and out of the
Preserve. After reviewing the proposal and soliciting suggestions from the Chapter membership, the Executive Committee has prepared a letter to the Nature Conservancy outlining several concerns regarding biotic and hydrologic control
during water-exchange events, ecosystem monitoring to track changes after reconnection and mitigation to reverse any
degradation caused by the reconnection. A copy of that letter is below:

November 7, 2014

Doug Blodgett
The Nature Conservancy
Illinois River Project Office at Emiquon
11304 North Prairie Road
Lewistown, IL 61542
Dear Mr. Blodgett:
The Illinois Chapter of the American Fisheries Society (ILAFS) is an organization committed to conservation and sustainability of fisheries resources and aquatic ecosystems. The ILAFS represents more than 150 professional scientists from
government agencies, universities, private environmental consultants and non-profit environmental organizations. On
behalf of the ILAFS, I am writing to express concern regarding the proposed reconnection of the Illinois River and the
Emiquon Preserve.
As you are aware, the aquatic habitats of Emiquon harbor a community of plants and animals unique to the Illinois River basin. This community has been managed by a cooperative group of agencies and organizations and their efforts
have led to national and international recognition for the Preserve. Maintaining the biological and functional integrity of Emiquon must be the priority for any management plan within the Preserve.
The potential benefits of connecting a floodplain to its river are well documented, but such events have been attempted in the Illinois River and resulted in degradation of these systems, which previous to reconnection, contained diverse
communities. These failures illustrate the frailty of these systems and also their inability to resist the physiochemical
and biological conditions currently present in the Illinois River. The status of these systems may also foretell the future
of Emiquon if similar management practices are allowed.
In light of the potential for irreversible degradation to aquatic communities within the Emiquon Preserve, the ILAFS
would like to point out several shortcomings of the current (Draft Project and EA Report, USACE, January 2014;
FWCAR, FWS, July 21, 2014) reconnection proposal:
Control: One of the strongest objections the ILAFS has over the current proposal is the lack of biological control
for water entering Emiquon from the River. The unrestricted movement of Asian carp, especially when these
species are in their larval stages and unlikely to be impeded by the gate structure, could result in the foundation of viable populations within the Preserve.
Continues on next page
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In Regards to the Proposed Reconnection of the Emiquon Preserve to the Illinois River

(Continued from page 8)

Asian carp are known to uproot aquatic vegetation and degrade water quality and their populations are difficult to control once established. Similarly, uncontrolled influxes of sediment, chemical pollutants and nutrients could degrade the communities within Emiquon.
Monitoring: It is unclear if post-reconnection monitoring will be sufficient to detect system degradation if it were
to occur. Evaluation of sedimentation and eutrophication, invasive species density and native species abundance should be included in any monitoring plan associated with reconnection. Examination of these parameters not only tracks the impacts of the proposed plan, but also provides the potential to adjust to cease the
connection if irreversible degradation is imminent.
Mitigation: If harmful impacts to the Preserve do occur as a result of reconnection, it is unclear if a plan is in place
to reverse or otherwise mitigate the damage. A plan for sediment removal, invasive species removal and
reestablishment of critical taxa is important to the long term persistence of the communities of Emiquon. Further, it is not clear who would implement mitigation efforts and it is inappropriate to presume State agencies
should shoulder that burden.

At a minimum, these three items should be clearly addressed within the plan for reconnection. The plan should also
include identification of which parties are responsible for each item and how they will meet logistical requirements for
each item. Until these are formally identified within the plan, the ILAFS cannot support the TNC proposal for connection.
I hope you will take the time to consider those issues we have identified and carefully consider how they will be addressed. Furthermore, it is important that all stakeholders and the public be made aware of how TNC intends to maintain the biological health of Emiquon after reconnection occurs.
Sincerely,

Scott Stuewe, President
Illinois Chapter AFS
5201 South Sixth Street Road
Springfield, IL 62703
Cc:
USFWS (Bob Barry, Gwen Kolb, Tim Yager, Robert Clevenstine)
Illinois DNR (Nathan Grider, Robert Hilsabeck)
USEPA (Elizabeth Pelloso)
NRCS (Ivan Dozier, Paula Hingson)
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Announcements:

Save the Date:
The 53rd Annual Meeting of the Illinois Chapter of the American Fisheries Society will
be held
March 3-5, 2015
at
The Pere Marquette Lodge and Conference Center
Grafton, IL

First Call For Papers:
The Chapter will be accepting poster and oral presentation abstracts for the annual
conference until
February 13, 2015
Please note this deadline is earlier than in previous years.
More information will soon be available on the Chapter website.
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Announcements:

$400 TRAVEL GRANT to MIDWEST FISH & WILDLIFE CONFERENCE

The Illinois Chapter of the American Fisheries Society (IL AFS) will be awarding a single $200 travel grant
which will be matched by the North Central Division of the American Fisheries Society. This will provide $400 for a
fisheries student to attend the Midwest Fish & Wildlife Conference, February 8-11, 2015 in Indianapolis, Indiana.
Criteria for this selection will be based upon financial need and/or reason(s) for attending the meeting (e.g., paper
presentation, pertinent paper session, IL AFS committee meeting). Students should state their class standing (e.g. junior, B.S. candidate), interests, and AFS membership status when applying. A letter from each applicant’s advisor confirming the need for travel money is required.
The grant recipient is asked to attend the business meeting at the conference to receive their award. ALL STUDENTS
ARE URGED TO APPLY, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER OR NOT THEY ARE PRESENTING A PAPER!!!
Submit applications (electronic copies preferred) or inquiries:
by: November 7, 2014
to:
Nerissa McClelland
Illinois Department of Natural Resources
700 S. 10th St.
Havana, IL 62644
Phone: (309)543-3316 ext. 224
E-mail: Nerissa.McClelland@illinois.gov, February 8-11, 2015 in Indianapolis, Indiana.
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Announcements:

LARIMORE STUDENT RESEARCH
AWARD PROGRAM
PURPOSE: The mission of the Illinois Chapter of the American Fisheries Society is to improve the conservation and
sustainability of fishery resources and aquatic ecosystems by advancing fisheries and aquatic science and promoting the
development of fisheries professionals. Thus, the purpose of the Larimore Student Research Awards Competition is to
provide financial incentives for outstanding student research projects to promote the conservation, development, and
wise use of the Illinois fisheries.
WHO CAN APPLY: Students attending any accredited Illinois college or university, who maintain a cumulative GPA
equal to or greater than 3.0 may apply.
AWARD: A maximum of four awards per year will be granted. Each grant is eligible for up to $500 depending on the
quality of the proposal.
APPLICATION: Applications require submission of a proposal packet, which includes a proposal cover sheet, abstract,
project description, budget, resume and transcripts of candidate, and two letters of recommendation. See attached packet for further instructions.
DEADLINE: Completed proposals must be received by the Chair of the Student Concerns Committee of Illinois Chapter of the American Fisheries Society by December 5, 2014. Send applications to:
Nerissa McClelland
Illinois Department of Natural Resources
700 S. 10th St.
Havana, IL 62644
SELECTION: All award proposals will be reviewed and selected by the Student Concerns Committee of the Illinois
Chapter of the American Fisheries Society. Successful applicants will be notified by the end of January each year. At or
near the end of their research, recipients of the ILAFS grant award must present their research findings at an IL AFS
meeting.
CONTACT: Nerissa McClelland at the above address or phone: (309)543-3316 ext. 224 or e-mail: Nerissa.McClelland@Illinois.gov

